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About the commission 

 
«Metamorphoses for 2 Accordions» is a work commissioned by the Norwegian accordion virtuoso and 
composer colleague Anders Grøthe. He is a very inventive person; thus he has several times travelled 
to Italy, where they make his accordions, to have the factory modify his instruments according to his 
drawings and directions. He has, among other things, constructed a new keypad for the left hand. The 
result is that the thumb can move more freely. Thus he can make crossovers and play passages that 
are impossible to do on traditional instruments. This makes it possible to write for the left hand of the 
accordion more in the style of piano or organ. Anders Grøthe (and myself) has great belief that this 
new keypad will become known and become a standard in the time to come. 
 
In addition to this new concept of his instrument, he has also extended the range of the instrument 
considerably. Therefore, in my score, a phrase that may seem out of range is especially written for his 
instruments. In some places I have put in ossias to be played on instruments not yet modified. If places 
occurs in the score where the phrase seems out of range and no ossia is written, the performer may 
transpose the phrase, or the part of the phrase out of range, one octave in the needed direction so it fits 
his or her instrument. In the very first movement, however, the performer should play as low as 
possible, and transpose accordingly. 
 
It has been a special request from Anders Grøthe when commissioning the work that I should try to 
exploit the high and low ranges of his instrument. Being a teacher of accordion at «The Norwegian 
State Academy of Music», most of his students have bought similar instruments. Therefore, many 
excellent accordionists in Norway possess these extended ranged and "left-hand-thumb-free-to-play" 
instruments. In the years that have passed since I wrote the piece, these instruments are probably now 
spread throughout the world. 
 
 

The musical material 
 
The basic material for the piece is derived from working out different permutations in the 
twelvetone/serialistic style, all within the frame of a personal system that I developed in the years 
1976 through 1978. The work resulted in a book discussing these thoughts and ideas about a different 
way of working with dodecaphonic textures. The book is not released, as I make a lot of statements 
that I want to try out and prove before going public. Although using the same basic material, the piece 
gradually changes in style from typically twelvetone music to typically traditionally harmonised music 
(hence the title «Metamorphoses»). In the first half of the piece (I through IX), the material is strictly 
dodecaphonic (within my system). In the second half of the piece (X through XIV), the material 
gradually changes from being free tonal to being strictly based on traditional harmony. 
 
 

Revisions - minor changes 
 
I have decided to delete some octaves in melodic lines, and a few notes, mostly doublings, are to be 
omitted where the sound seems to be too thick in chords. Some music also needs to be moved from the 
left to the right hand in a few bars. 
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